PLEASE SUMMER CAMP
Teacher: Rocío Guerrero Ciudad
Day 1
The first day, after María had introduced the project, Marisa and me talked about our village
Calzada de Calatrava. Afterwards, we all continued with two icebreakers in the garden:

“Let’s get physical! GR/1” 
and 
“Action game GR/3”
. We made a short break and both
of us went with our group to class.
Once we were in the class, we made the last icebreaker (
“Find someone who…PT/17”)
and we started with the activities we had planned. The first day we worked on the emotions.
Firstly, we made the 
"How are you feeling? SP/23"
activity and the 
"Acting adjectives

PL/24"
in the second place. Between them, Magda did a game about the vocabulary we
were working on.

Let’s get physical!

Action game.

How are you feeling? song.

Day 2
We started the day stretching and singing songs all together in the garden. Each group went
to their classes. This day was about working on the parts of the body. 
"Body dice PL/19"
was the first activity we made, we listened to some songs and took a break.
The second activity was named 
"My monster, our monster PT/12"
. We did it, and then,
we included a tiny variation: we made two teams and each one of them was blind folded. I
put a monster's draw in the blackboard and the kids had to follow others instructions of how
to draw it. How fun this was!

Stretches and songs

Preteaching vocabulary.

Let’s dance!

Children and adults doing collaborative monsters.

Adults following children’s instructions.

Terrifying monster!
Day 3
The journey began with stretching and songs in the garden. The third day we kept working
on the human body and its clothes. The first game we played was 
"Liar liar, pants on fire

PT/15"
. Before that, we danced some songs to remind them the vocabulary we had already
taught them.
After we had rested a while, we continued with the clothes. We started with a bingo. We
settle the flash cards in the board and every kid draw 9 clothes in a paper. We distributed the
papers randomly and we started the game. After this, we made the activity "
What are you

wearing? PT/26"

Morning stretches.

Working hard.

Liar, liar, pants on fire.

Day 4
The fourth day was about working on the colours and the animals. The first activity we made
was 
"Colour my world"
. We listened to the song in class and then we went outside to the
garden. Children and adults mixed different colours in drawings. Then we made two teams.
In a paper, they had to draw as many drawings as possible related to each colour.
Break time.
We continued with the animals. We listened to some music in order to learn the vocabulary
and the sounds of the animals, which are different in every language. We did 
“Animal Sort

SP/16”
activity and finally we played “
Banana, banana PL/10”.

Mama Pato song.

Colours and sun

Girls team

Boys team

Animals vocabulary

Day 5
The journey began with our stretching and songs but then, we did a 
Pirate Gymkhana
.
First of all, “pirates” brought us some coloured papers and a letter. Papers were pirates
flowers! Then, we read the letter: We had to pass some pirates games and they gave us 
five

hints
to find the treasure.

Pirates flowers… What’s that?

1. We went to Marisa’s classroom. We made pirates h
ats
and 
patches.

2. Flags game
. We had to put flags in the correct countries.

3. Pirate puzzles.

4. Dressing pirates
. We formed three teams. We draw the smallest children’s
silhouette in a cardboard and then, we dressed them like pirates.

5. Race.
We made two teams. Marisa and me put flash cards in the board. They had to
take the same flash card that Marisa and me had shown.
Finally, we collected the hints and we found where the treasure was hidden.

Treasure was here!

Then, we celebrated the end of the summer camp. We gave them the diplomas and the last
breakfast. Everybody was happy; it was a day full of emotions.

Really nice experience.

